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A mesmerising shoal of fish swirlING around a light source is English design duo
Dominic and Frances Bromley’s most distinctive statement piece. Each fish is unglazed,
pure white fine bone china, cast by hand in the Potteries in Staffordshire, central
England. with their subtle variations and complex assembly, each shoal is unique.
These characteristics and THE tiered suspension make ‘Shoal’ particularly suitable for
bespoke formations. Other Scabetti products include pendant and table lights, vases
and sculptures, all hand made to order. tel: +44 (0)1538 371 471 web: www.scabetti.co.uk

PHILIP WATTS DESIGN PAUL BECKETT

Design with a sense of humour is PHILIP
WATTS’ calling card, with creative
architectural ironmongery that
includes spinal form glass and steel
staircases. In the door furniture range,
the tactile ‘fingerprint’ makes an
impression, beautifully engineered in
stainless steel. tel: +44 (0)115 9269756
web: www.philipwattsdesign.com

The ‘fusion of creative abstraction and
precision engineering’ is how Paul Beckett
describes his unique sculptural clocks,
which he designs and manufactures in his
welsh workshop. Ranging from domestic
to monumental in scale, the bespoke and
customised timepieces combine precision
horology with contemporary design.
tel: +44 (0)1286 831766 web: www.paul-beckett.com
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CRANE DESIGN

Japanese influences on several levels come
together in designer-maker Kensuke Yamada’s
latest perfectly formed piece – the Ayatori
table. it was inspired – and derives its name
from – a Japanese children’s game akin to
Cat’s Cradle, and the craftsmanship and
carpentry techniques used in its making are
traditionally Japanese, learnt by Yamada
from his grandfather. Like all Crane pieces,
the table is designed and hand-made in the
company’s London workshop, and can be
constructed – to custom sizes – using wenge,
black walnut, sycamore, cherry or English
oak for the supports. Polished steel is used for
the slats that mimic the string passed through
children’s fingers in the eponymous game,
creating a delicate and intricate base on
which a glass top appears to float.
tel: +44 (0)20 7281 1531 web: www.cranedesignltd.co.uk

OORANA

SABINA HILL

The swirling organic shapes of First
Nations native motifs are skilfully
integrated into a modern design aesthetic
in canadian designer Sabina Hill’s custom
furniture, handcrafted from local and
exotic woods, precision-cut metal and
glass. Alongside her three limited edition
collections – ‘Dwell’, ‘New Spirit’ and
‘Formlines’ – she undertakes commissions
that showcase an ever-expanding palette
and evolving design aesthetic.
tel: +1 604 736 3034 web: www.sabinahill.com

DAVID JIRWIN

Astute observation of human behaviour
inspired David Irwin’s tongue-in-cheek but
undeniably practical range of diningroom chairs. ‘Blank Canvas’ is the original
chair, which metamorphoses into ‘Elbow
Room’, a chair with one protruding front
leg to ensure that the next chair along
doesn’t get too close for comfort.
The next development is ‘Corner’, which
considerately deals with that pesky table leg
by having a triangular groove into which
it can fit snugly. ‘Double Backed’ includes a
thoughtful second rail at the back of the
chair on which to hang a coat or handbag,
while ‘Dog Bowl’ provides your well-behaved
pooch with his own ergonomically (and
hygienically) positioned plate under the table.
tel: +44 (0)7749 328716 web: www.davidjirwin.co.uk
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British designer Marcus White was
inspired by the traditional construction
of wooden ships to create the truly
iconic ‘Aqua’ table and accompanying
chairs. Engineering is on display in a
grand way in this innovative piece, whose
boat-like superstructure of cherrywood
struts and ribs with hollow, elliptical
cut-outs is visible through the 15mm
glass top. The wenge ‘ribs’ of the
elegant high-back chairs complement
the table, while their turquoise-shot
silk upholstery reflects the colour of
the glass edge. Innovative, creative and
highly engineered, White’s designs are
testament to his background in physics.
bespoke commissions are accepted.
tel: +33 (0)1300 345 102 web: www.oorana.co.uk

